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Another great feature is the option to choose the language of your posts. There are a lot of social
media platforms that are not support for different languages. So, if you are posting in multiple
languages on different social media, this can be a real time saver. Plus, you will get to view the

comments in your native language. Another thing is that you can have a version of the software for
multiple languages. So, if you are posting to various social media platforms that are in different

languages, this feature is available in the paid version. As much as we know, the more likes your
posts get on social media, the more visible you get and the better your post may be shared. So, a
good plugin to have a better engagement of your content is the option to chose likes. This is not

available in the free version. So, do not forget to check the list of features to get the paid version of
this plugin. Add social buttons to your website. Add social buttons in the post or wherever you want

to put them to spread your content instantly and automatically. Use the “social-media buttons”
widget to add social share buttons to the content, header, footer, or post quickly. The user-friendly

social-media buttons allows you to add buttons where, when and how you want. Powerful WordPress
Social Networking Plugin with Rich UI for Social Sharing and Bookmarking, Drives Traffic, Generates
Social Followers, and Gathers Customer Reviews. Now your visitors can share your content directly

to all the social media platforms where they can also express their views with social rating and
reviews. It also allows you to get the real time feed on the monitoring of popular social media such

as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest, and StumbleUpon.
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